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Abstract
In this paper, we study a queueing system serving N customers with an unreliable
server subject to disruptions even when idle. Times between server interruptions,
service times, and times between customer arrivals are assumed to follow exponential
distributions. The main contribution of the paper is to use general distributions for
the length of server interruption periods/down times. Our numerical analysis reveals
the importance of incorporating the down time distribution into the model, since their
impact on customer service levels could be counterintuitive. For instance, while higher
down time variability increases the mean queue length, for other service levels, can
prove to be improving system performance. We also show how the process completion
time approach from the literature can be extended to analyze the queueing system if
the unreliable server fails only when it is serving a customer.
Keywords and Phrases: Queueing, server disruptions, operation-independent dis-
ruptions, operation-dependent disruptions, process completion time
1 Introduction
In this paper, we analyze an M=M=1==N queueing system with an unreliable server. Such
kinds of queueing models are popular for modeling telecommunication or computer networks
or representing a repair shop. In telecommunication networks, (see, e.g., Sztrik and Gal,
1990), the nite number (N) of potential customers might correspond to active terminals
generating jobs for the central processor unit (CPU) which might fail from time to time. In
another setting, N can be the number of repairable identical machines xed by the repair
facility upon failure (see, e.g., Liang, Balco~glu, Svaluto, 2013). It is possible that the repair
facility is not available from time to time, causing the wait times of failed machines in the
repair shop to increase. The CPU or the repair facility can be modeled as the single server
of the system. We assume that the nitely many customers are served on a rst-come,
rst-served (FCFS) basis. The server can be disrupted from time to time whether it is idle
or serving a customer. We dene the times between interruptions as the times between
the end of an interruption and the beginning of the next interruption. Since these are the
times the server would be serving a customer (if any) or ready to serve, we call them the
ON periods. We assume that the ON periods, service times and times between customer
arrivals are exponentially distributed random variables (r.v.s) independent of one another. In
contrast, the lengths of interruptions { the OFF periods during which the single server cannot
serve customers { are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) general r.v.s (thus, the
exponential ON and general i.i.d. OFF periods of the server form an alternating renewal
process). General OFF times can naturally arise even when other r.v.s are exponentially
distributed. For instance, if there is a higher priority class of customers (whose service and
interarrival times are also exponentially distributed) which can preempt the service of a lower
priority customer, from the point of view of the latter, the busy period of the higher priority
class is an interruption with a phase-type distribution. The queue length distribution of the
lower priority class in this specic example can be obtained using the method developed in
this study. Thus, incorporating general OFF times in the M=M=1==N queueing model is
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the main contribution of the paper.
Note that in our problem, the server can be disrupted/interrupted even when it is
idle. Therefore, we study the OID M=M=1==N queue where OID stands for \operation-
independent disruptions" indicating that the idle server can be disrupted, too. If we assume
that the server can experience disruptions while it serves customers, results from the litera-
ture can be used to perform the steady-state analysis. In this case, during the idle periods
of the server, the remaining time to disruption freezes until the server becomes busy again.
In addition, service times need not be exponential. We discuss this model in Appendix B
and refer to it as the ODD M=G=1==N queue where ODD stands for \operation-dependent
disruptions" indicating that the server does not experience disruptions when it is idle. Note
that we adopt the denitions of OID and ODD from Altok (1997, p. 85). Since our pa-
per focuses on the OID M=M=1==N queue, for the sake of simplicity, we refer to it as the
M=M=1==N queue.
Queueing models with unreliable servers have been widely studied in the literature. We
consider a nite customer population queueing system; yet, before positioning our study
among relevant work on nite-calling populations, we refer the reader to White and Christie
(1958), Gaver (1962), Avi-Itzhak and Naor (1963), Thiruvengadam (1963), Mitrany and Avi-
Itzhak (1968) and Neuts and Lucantoni (1979) who model systems with unreliable server(s)
attending to innite customer populations. When it comes to assuming general distributions
for the underlying r.v.s in systems with homogeneous Poisson customer arrivals, we make
note of the following. For M=G=1 queues with operation-independent ON times, Federgruen
and Green (1986) derive bounds and approximations for the mean waiting time, probability
of delay and steady-state system size distribution when ON and OFF periods are general
i.i.d. r.v.s. Federgruen and Green (1988) revisit the same problem, this time assuming that
ON periods are phase-type r.v.s. and provide an exact algorithm to obtain the steady-state
system performance measures. In the M=G=1 queue, Tang (1997) assumes two types of ON
periods: exponential ON periods when the server is idle and general i.i.d. ON periods when
it is busy. Wang, Cao, and Li (2001) study the M=G=1 queue with no waiting space with
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exponential operation-independent ON periods and general OFF periods. Atencia, Bouza,
and Moreno (2008) consider batch arrivals at an M=G=1 retrial queue with no waiting space
and with operation-dependent ON times. Lam, Zhang and Liu (2006) consider imperfect
repairs for M=M=1 queues in which the server is subject to random failures (exponential ON
periods) followed by exponentially distributed repair times (OFF periods). After each failure,
the failure rate increases and the repair rate decreases. Fiems, Maertens, and Bruneel (2008)
consider anM=G=1 queueing system with disruptive and non-disruptive server interruptions.
Interruptions follow a Poisson process with two dierent rates depending on whether the
server is busy or idle. The service restarts (resumes from the moment of interruption) after
a disruptive interruption (non-disruptive interruption). Balco~glu, Jagerman, and Altok
(2007) design an accurate approximation to obtain the mean waiting time in the GI=D=1
queue with operation-dependent phase-type ON and general OFF periods.
More related to our study are the papers that consider nite-calling populations, part of
the machine interference problem (MIP) or, alternatively, the machine repairperson problem
literature on unreliable servers. See Stecke and Aronson (1985) and Haque and Armstrong
(2007) for an extensive bibliography on MIP. Wang (1990) analyzes the M=M=1==N queue
with an unreliable server. For both operation-dependent and operation-independent inter-
ruptions, Wang assumes exponential ON and OFF periods. We also see the application of
the M=M=1==N queue in modeling computer networks where N is the number of terminals
served under various policies by the single server modeling the CPU that is subject to failures,
e.g., Sztrik and Gal (1990), Almasi (1996), and Almasi and Sztrik (1993, 1998a, 1998b, 1999,
and 2004). Wang and Kuo (1997) extend the model by Wang (1990) assuming exponential
operation-independent ON periods, Erlangian service times and Erlangian OFF periods.
Chakravarthy and Agrawal (2003) generalize the results of Wang and Kuo by incorporating
phase-type distributions to model OFF periods and assuming that operation-independent
ON periods are exponentially distributed. For systems with multiple unreliable servers (the
M=M=c==N queue), Wang (1993) considers cold-, warm-, and hot-standby spare machines.
Assuming that each server is subject to random failure even when it is idle, the number of
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servers and spares is optimized. Ke and Wang (1999) incorporate the possibility that a cus-
tomer may balk and renege to Wang's (1994) model. Wang and Hsu (1995) allow each server
to serve at either a slow or a fast rate in Wang's (1994) model. Liu and Cao (1995) model an
M=G=1==N system where the single server is composed of r unreliable components. Here,
the server can serve only if all of the r components are functional. Operation-dependent
ON periods for each component are independent exponential r.v.s while their OFF periods
follow general distributions.
In a more recent study, Sahba, Balco~glu, and Banjevic (2013) present an M=G=1==N
model with general OFF period times. Observe that the model in this paper, due to ex-
ponential service time assumptions, is a special case of that by Sahba, Balco~glu, and Ban-
jevic (2013). Before clarifying the new contributions made in this paper, based on our
literature review we make the following observation. Using non-exponential distributions
for underlying r.v.s in these queueing systems is challenging. For instance, especially for
systems with nite-calling populations, non-exponential times between arrivals of customers
are analytically intractable. Additionally, for systems experiencing operation-dependent and
operation-independent server interruptions, non-exponential ON period distribution has not
been incorporated in exact analyses (except in M=G=1 systems with phase-type ON peri-
ods as in Federgruen and Green, 1988 and Balco~glu, Jagerman, and Altok, 2007). Similar
diculties arise for general service time and OFF period distributions. In two papers that
are close to our problem, for both r.v.s either Erlang distribution (Wang and Kuo, 1997) or
phase-type distributions (Chakravarthy and Agrawal, 2003) have been successfully incorpo-
rated. Both studies employ the matrix-analytic method to nd the steady-state system size
distribution, which can become computationally intensive if the structure of the phase-type
distribution is complex. The queueing system we model in Section 2 is restrictive with its
exponential service times assumption. Without this model, the general OFF times should be
approximated by phase-type distributions and then the model of Chakravarthy and Agrawal
(2003) be employed with possible approximation errors and computational diculty. The
model by Sahba, Balco~glu, and Banjevic (2013) can be exploited to analyze the problem of
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this paper. However, their method derives from a busy period analysis whereas our method
is completely dierent and developed using state transition equations. Our approach { as
summarized in the algorithm in Section 3 { is more practical to implement and is signif-
icantly more ecient for exponentially distributed service times when compared to their
method (O(N2) vs. O(N3)). As in Katehakis, Smit, and Spieksma (2015a, 2015b) that pro-
vide alternative algorithms to obtain the steady-state distributions of quasi birth-and-death
processes, algorithmic eciency in problems similar in nature to the one we study here is
crucial. Moreover, Sahba, Balco~glu, and Banjevic (2013) do not conduct a numerical anal-
ysis, which prevents us from observing the impact of OFF time distribution on the queue
length statistics. Our numerical analysis also points out that while an algorithm can be
computationally eective, it can suer from computational inaccuracy problems inherent in
coding languages currently available. We also address the ODD M=G=1==N queue.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the exact steady-
state analysis of the OID M=M=1==N queue. The algorithm stemming from this analysis
that is used to obtain the system performance measures is presented in Section 3. The
numerical examples discussed in Section 4 demonstrate the importance of incorporating the
down time distribution. We summarize our conclusions in Section 5. All proofs are included
in Appendix A. In Appendix B, we summarize how the results in literature can be used to
analyze the ODD M=G=1==N queue.
2 The OID M=M=1==N queue
In this section, we analyze a queueing system with an unreliable single server serving N
customers. The times between the completion of a customer's service and the next arrival
of the same customer at the queueing system follow an exponential distribution with rate .
The service times are exponentially distributed with rate . Independent of whether there
are customers in the system or not, the server is subject to interruptions (e.g., failures) from
time to time. In other words, the server is subject to \operation-independent" interruptions
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to dierentiate it from problems where a server can be interrupted only when it is serving a
customer (such as the model in Appendix B). The times between the end of an interruption
and the beginning of the next interruption are exponentially distributed r.v.s with rate .
When an interruption occurs, the server becomes unavailable or \down". The lengths of
down times (e.g., repair times) are i.i.d. r.v.s following a general continuous distribution
with density function f(y) and cumulative distribution function F (y) =
R y
0
f(u)du. Letting
F (y) = 1   F (y), its rst moment will be denoted by E[D] = R1
0
F (y)dy and its hazard
rate function by (y) = f(y)=F (y). According to this, when the server is not down, it is
considered to be \up", which means that it is either serving a customer if there are any
customers (and the server is considered to be \busy") or it is \idle" and ready to serve.
Therefore, at any given time, the server is in one of the following three states: idle, busy
or down. If the interruption happens when the server is busy, the customer being served is
preempted and resumes service from the point of interruption when the down time is over.
Due to the memoryless property of the exponential service times, the remaining service times
are also exponentially distributed with rate .
It is possible that during the service time of a customer, the server may have none, or
one or more interruptions. When the server is down, no additional interruptions can occur.
The state of the system at time t is characterized by three stochastic processes: R(t), which
equals 0 if the server is up and 1 if it is down; V (t), which is the elapsed time since the
server has become down; and W (t) 2 f0; 1; : : : ; Ng, which is the number of customers that
are not in the queueing system. We employ W (t) instead of the stochastic process that gives
the number of customers in the system at time t, which is N  W (t), because it is easier to
express the state dependent arrival rates via W (t) in our derivations. We denote the steady-
state probability of having i customers out of queueing system wit P i, i = 0; 1; : : : ; N . We
introduce
Pi;0(t) = PrfW (t) = i; R(t) = 0g; 0  i  N;
which is the probability that there are i customers out of the queueing system and the server
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is up at time t. Let
Pi;1(t; y)dy = PrfW (t) = i; R(t) = 1; y  V (t)  y + dyg; 0  i  N;
be the probability that there are i customers out of the queueing system, the server is down
at time t, and the length of time since the server went down is in the interval [y; y + dy].
By considering the transitions between states at time t (and with P 1;0(t) = 0), we have
d
dt
PN;0(t) =  (N+ )PN;0(t) + PN 1;0(t) +
Z 1
0
PN;1(t; y)(y)dy; (1)
d
dt
Pi;0(t) =  (i+ + )Pi;0(t) + (i+ 1)Pi+1;0(t) + Pi 1;0(t)
+
Z 1
0
Pi;1(t; y)(y)dy; 0  i  N   1; (2)
and
(
@
@t
+
@
@y
+N+ (y))PN;1(t; y) = 0; (3)
(
@
@t
+
@
@y
)Pi;1(t; y) =  (i+ (y))Pi;1(t; y)
+(i+ 1)Pi+1;1(t; y); 0  i  N   1: (4)
In a stable system, we develop the model in steady-state by letting Pi;0 = limt!1 Pi;0(t)
and Pi;1(y) = limt!1 Pi;1(t; y) for 0  i  N . If we take the limit as t!1 in Eqs. (1)-(4)
(with P 1;0 = 0), we obtain
(N+ )PN;0 = PN 1;0 +
Z 1
0
PN;1(y)(y)dy; (5)
(i+ + )Pi;0 = (i+ 1)Pi+1;0 + Pi 1;0 +
Z 1
0
Pi;1(y)(y)dy; 0  i  N   1; (6)
d
dy
PN;1(y) =  (N+ (y))PN;1(y); (7)
d
dy
Pi;1(y) =  (i+ (y))Pi;1(y) + (i+ 1)Pi+1;1(y); 0  i  N   1; (8)
and the boundary equations are
Pi;1(0) = Pi;0; 0  i  N: (9)
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Letting ef(s) = R1
0
e syf(y)dy denote the Laplace transform of the length of server down
time r.v., and with QN = 1 (see the algorithm in Section 3), we introduce the following to
be used in theorems:
QN 1 = N+   
ef(N)

; (10)
Qi 1 =
(i+ + )Qi   (i+ 1)Qi+1   
PN
j=iQji;j

; 1  i  N   1: (11)
i;i = ef(i); 0  i  N; (12)
i;j =
j
j   ii;j 1  
i+ 1
j   ii+1;j; 0  i  N: (13)
Bi =
NX
j=i
Qji;j; 0  i  N; (14)
Di = Di+1   Bi +Qi; 1  i  N   1; (15)
with
DN = 1  ~f(N): (16)
We denote the steady-state probability that there are i customers out of the system and the
server is down by Pi;1, the computation of which is given in the following Theorem along
with that of Pi;0.
Theorem 1 The steady-state probability that there are i customers out of the system is
Pi;0 =
PN;1(0)

Qi; 0  i  N; (17)
Pi;1 =
PN;1(0)
i
Di; 1  i  N: (18)
Corollary 1 The probability density function of having i customers out of the system and
an elapsed down time of y is
Pi;1(y) = e
 iyF (y)PN;1(0)
NX
j=i

j
i

Qj(1  e y)j i; 0  i  N: (19)
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Theorem 2 The probability that there are no customers in the system when the server is
up is
PN;0 =
PN;1(0)

= ((1 + E[D])
NX
i=0
Qi) 1: (20)
We present the algorithm for computing Pi;0; Pi;1, i = 0;    ; N in the next section.
With these, the probability that the server is down, PD =
PN
i=0 Pi;1, or serving a customer,
PB =
PN
i=1 Pi;0, can be computed.
3 Algorithm
In this section, we present the algorithm to obtain the steady-state distribution of the number
of customers in the queueing system and then, we show its complexity. Most of the notation
used in the algorithm is introduced in the preceding section. After dening
Qi(y) =
Pi;1(y)
e iyF (y)PN;1(0)
; 0  i  N; (21)
Qi = Qi(0); 0  i  N; (22)
where F (y) = e 
R y
0 (x)dx, next we present the algorithm.
1. Initialization:
 QN = 1 (From Eqs. 22 and 21).
 N;N = ~f(N) (From Eq. 12).
 BN = QNN;N = ~f(N) (From Eq. 14).
 DN = 1  ~f(N) (From Eq. 16).
 QN 1 = (N+   BN)= (From Eq. 10).
 Set S = 1 +QN 1.
 Set i = N   1.
2. Big Loop: While i > 0
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 i;i = ~f(i) (From Eq. 12).
 Set j = i and Bi = 0.
 Small Loop: While j  N
{ Set Bi = Bi +Qji;j (From Eq. 14).
{ Set j = j + 1. Skip next line if j = N + 1.
{ i;j =
j
j ii;j 1   i+1j ii+1;j (From Eq. 13).
 Di = Di+1   Bi +Qi (From Eq. 15).
 Qi 1 = f(i+ + )Qi   (i+ 1)Qi+1   Big= (From Eq. 11).
 Set S = S +Qi 1.
 Set i = i  1.
3. Steady-state system size distribution:
 PN;1(0) = [(1=+ E[D])S] 1 (From Theorem 2).
 Pi;0 = QiPN;1(0)= for i = 0; 1;    ; N (From Eq. 17).
 Pi;1 = DiPN;1(0)=i for all i = 1;    ; N (From Eq. 18).
 P0;1 = 1 
PN
i=0 Pi;0  
PN
i=1 Pi;1.
Note that the number of operations performed in the initialization part of the algorithm
is constant (and equals 7) irrespective of the value of N . In the last part for nding the
steady-state system size distribution, the total number of operations performed is 2N+3.
In the Big Loop part, there are 6 operations that are not part of the Small Loop, that are
executed N   1 times (for i = N   1 to { and including { 1). The 3 operations in the Small
Loop are executed ((N   1)N=2)  1 times (when i = N   1, they are executed twice, when
i = N   2, thrice and when i = 1, a total of N   1 times, the sum of which gives the result).
Thus, the total number of operations performed is (3N2+19N+2)/2, which is O(N2).
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4 Numerical Experiment
In this section, we consider a single unreliable server that is attending to N customers.
We explore how the variability in down times aects two performance measures, namely, (i)
PN = PN;0+PN;1, which is the probability that all customers are out of the queueing system,
and (ii) E[NO] =
PN
i=0 i(Pi;0+Pi;1), the average number of customers out of the system. The
analyzed M=M=1==N queueing system may represent a repair shop (where the repair crew
or resources can become unavailable from time to time), and its customers may be broken
machines. Then, N is the number of machines that a client company can be sending upon
failure to be xed at the repair shop. If the repair shop is a prot center, it would like to
serve more customers (higher N). In return, the client may require PN , i.e., the proportion
of time all N machines are functional (out of the repair shop) to be high. In other words,
higher PN indicates a higher service level provided to the client. Therefore, we obtain the
maximum number of customers/machines (N) the server can serve while keeping PN above
certain targeted levels.
Note that E[NO] can be used as a secondary service level measure. It may even be a
more important service level than PN ; for example, if customers represent production plant
machines that fail from time to time and are repaired by the unreliable server in our model,
higher E[NO] (higher expected number of operational machines at the production plant)
corresponds to a higher production rate.
In all the examples, the server becomes unavailable from time to time at rate  = 0:05.
We choose the distribution of the down time r.v. D from the following four distributions, each
having a mean of E[D] = 2 and a squared-coecient of variation (variance to squared-mean
ratio) denoted by c2D:
 H2(a = 0:9; 1 = 10; 2 = 0:05236) with c2D = 17:245, and density function
f(x) = a1e
 1x + (1  a)2e 2x:
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 Gamma( = 0:1; k = 0:2) with c2D = 5, and density function
f(x) =
(x)k 1e x
 (k)
:
 Exponential( = 0:5) with c2D = 1, and density function
f(x) = e x:
 and Erlang( = 2:5; k = 5) with c2D = 0:2 which is equivalent to Gamma(2:5; 5).
We used Matlab as the implementation medium of the algorithm provided in Section
3. We determine the maximum N that the unreliable server can serve given a target level
for PN , the proportion of time all N customers are out of the system. We consider  2
f0:01; 0:05g and increment N until the targeted value for PN cannot be attained. Before
presenting the results, we note that for small  (such as 0.01), the algorithm is posed with
computational inaccuracy problems that are inherent in coding languages available at the
moment. As N is incremented, the algorithm starts yielding very small, yet negative, values
for P i for i close to 0 which are eectively zero as estimated by the simulation. In Table
1, this is observed beyond N = 30; 25; 13; 12 for H2, Gamma, Exponential, and Erlang
down time distributions, respectively. When we simply assume these quite small negative
probabilities to be 0, E[NO] obtained does not dier from the simulated estimates up to N =
65; 65; 70; 65 for H2, Gamma, Exponential, and Erlang down time distributions, respectively.
If we continue incrementing N further, the round-o errors accumulate and the analytical
results start deviating from those obtained via simulation. Thus, in Table 1, the values
presented in bold face in the last column are obtained from the simulation.
In Table 1, we see that as the variability in down time decreases, the number of customers
that can be served given a service level on PN tends to increase. The only exception is when
PN  0:2 where H2 down time with the highest c2D results in a higher N value than cases
with less variable down time r.v.s.
In Table 2, we increase  (compared to  in Table 1), corresponding to shorter mean
time of staying out of the queueing system for each customer (shorter mean time to failure
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of machines). As expected, this has an adverse aect on the maximum N that can be served,
given the service level constraints on PN . In this case, our algorithm does not suer from
computational inaccuracy problems and functions correctly up to N = 360; 360; 355; 355 for
H2, Gamma, Exponential, and Erlang down time distributions, respectively.
Table 1: The maximum N that can be served when down time distribution changes and
 = 0:01.
Down Time
Distribution PN  0:9 PN  0:8 PN  0:7 PN  0:5 PN  0:2
H2 5 13 23 43 76
Gamma 7 15 24 43 75
Exponential 8 16 25 44 75
Erlang 8 17 26 44 75
Table 2: The maximum N that can be served when down time distribution changes and
 = 0:05.
Down Time
Distribution PN  0:9 PN  0:8 PN  0:7 PN  0:5 PN  0:2
H2 1 2 4 9 17
Gamma 1 3 5 9 17
Exponential 1 3 5 9 17
Erlang 1 3 5 9 17
For the examples presented in Table 1, we compute the mean number of customers out
of the system and present them in Table 3. If we compare Tables 1 and 3, we see that
when N is the same, lower down time variance increases E[NO] (i.e., shortens the mean
queue length). Here the values presented in bold face in the last column are the mean
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Table 3: Mean number of customers out of the system (E[NO]) when down time distribution
changes and  = 0:01.
Down Time
Distribution PN  0:9 PN  0:8 PN  0:7 PN  0:5 PN  0:2
H2 4.8730 12.6439 22.3015 41.5114 70.6977
Gamma 6.8819 14.7231 23.5053 41.8573 70.987
Exponential 7.891 15.7603 24.579 43.002 71.4265
Erlang 7.8969 16.7558 25.5789 43.0463 71.5609
E[NO] estimated from simulation for which the commercial software ARENA is used. The
estimates are obtained from 20 replications each of which has 10,000 units of time as the
warm-up period and 1,000,000 time units of time as the replication length. This leads to
0.01 as the 95% condence interval half-widths for the estimated E[NO]. Table 4 presents
the mean number of customers out of the system for the cases presented in Table 2. When
the two tables are compared, in cases with the same N , we again see that higher variability
in down time increases the mean queue length in the system (reducing the mean number of
customers out of the queueing system).
Table 4: Mean number of customers out of the system (E[NO]) when down time distribution
changes and  = 0:05.
Down Time
Distribution PN  0:9 PN  0:8 PN  0:7 PN  0:5 PN  0:2
H2 0.9097 1.8135 3.6012 7.9105 13.8914
Gamma 0.9298 2.7709 4.5823 8.0797 14.1217
Exponential 0.9404 2.8037 4.6379 8.1818 14.2820
Erlang 0.9432 2.8124 4.6531 8.2114 14.3355
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we provide a method to obtain the exact steady-state performance measures
of the M=M=1==N queue with an unreliable server in which the exponential ON and general
i.i.d. OFF periods of the server form an alternating renewal process. Our contribution is
to incorporate general OFF period distributions in this classical queueing model from the
literature. The algorithm stemming from our model is easy to implement and provides an
alternative to computationally dicult algorithms designed for cases with phase-type OFF
period distributions. Yet, the practitioner should be cautious that with the computational
accuracy levels of the available coding languages, the number of customers (N) the developed
algorithm can handle may be limited for certain parameters. Thus, progress to increase com-
putational accuracy should be considered and reected in this and similar type of problems.
Including non-exponential distributions to model times between customer arrivals and/or
times between interruptions remains challenging, however. While our major contribution is
for the problem in which the server can fail whether or not it has customers, we also demon-
strate how the process completion time approach (used in the literature for the M=G=1
queue with an unreliable server) can be used for studying the M=G=1==N queue with an
unreliable server.
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Appendix A Proofs
Proof. Theorem 1. If we divide both sides of Eq. (7) by e Ny 
R y
0 (x)dxPN;1(0) and Eq.
(8) by e iy 
R y
0 (x)dxPN;1(0), we get
d
dy
 
eNy+
R y
0 (x)dxPN;1(y)
PN;1(0)
!
= 0; (A.23)
d
dy
 
eiy+
R y
0 (x)dxPi;1(y)
PN;1(0)
!
=
(i+ 1)eiy+
R y
0 (x)dxPi+1;1(y)
PN;1(0)
; 0  i  N   1;(A.24)
which are rst order dierential equations. We solve Eqs. (A.23) and (A.24) using Eq. (21)
as
QN(y) = 1; (A.25)
Qi(y) = Qi(0) + (i+ 1)
Z y
0
Qi+1(x)e
 xdx; 0  i  N   1: (A.26)
Considering the denition given in Eq. (21), and employing Eqs. (5), (6) and (9), we
obtain
QN 1(0) =
N+    R1
0
QN(y)e
 Nyf(y)dy

; (A.27)
Qi 1(0) =
(i+ + )Qi(0)  (i+ 1)Qi+1(0)  
R1
0
Qi(y)e
 iyf(y)dy

; 1  i  N   1:
(A.28)
For simplicity, we dene
Bi =
Z 1
0
Qi(y)e
 iyf(y)dy: (A.29)
In order Qi and Bi to be nite, we will show that Qi(y) is bounded for all i = 0;    ; N ,
which is proved in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1 limy!1Qi(y) = Qi(1) exists and is nite. We also have Qi(y)  Qi(1).
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Proof. Lemma 1. From Eq. (21), Qi(y)  0 and from Eq. (A.26), we see that Qi(y) is
increasing in y. Let Qi(1) = limy!1Qi(y). Then, Qi(y)  Qi(1); 0  i  N   1. If we
take the limit as y !1 in Eq. (A.26),
Qi (1)  Qi (0) + (i+ 1)Qi+1 (1) ; 0  i  N   1:
Starting with QN(1) = 1 (due to Eq. A.25) and using induction from the above equation,
we see that Qi(1) is nite for all i = 0;    ; N .
Let i(s) =
R1
0
Qi(y)e
 sydy be the LT of the function Qi(y). In this case, the LT's of
QN(y) and Qi(y) from Eqs. (A.25) and (A.26) will be
N(s) =
1
s
; (A.30)
i(s) =
1
s
Qi + (i+ 1)
s
i+1(+ s); 0  i  N   1: (A.31)
Starting from Eq. (A.30) and using the recursive formula in Eq. (A.31), we establish
i(s) =
NX
j=i

j
i

(j   i)!(j i)
s(+ s)    ((j   i)+ s)Qj; 0  i  N   1: (A.32)
Using
k!k
s(+ s)    (k+ s) =
kX
j=0
( 1)j

k
j

1
j+ s
;
Eq. (A.32) can be rewritten as
i(s) =
NX
j=i

j
i

Qj
j iX
l=0
( 1)l

j   i
l

1
l+ s
; 0  i  N   1: (A.33)
Observe that (l+ s) 1 on the right hand side of Eq. (A.33) is the LT of e ly. Using this,
when we invert i(s), we obtain
Qi(y) =
NX
j=i

j
i

Qj
j iX
l=0
( 1)l

j   i
l

e ly
=
NX
j=i

j
i

Qj
j iX
l=0

j   i
l

( e y)l
=
NX
j=i

j
i

Qj(1  e y)j i; 0  i  N   1: (A.34)
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Substituting Eq. (A.34) in Eq. (A.29), we have Eq. (14) where
i;j =

j
i
Z 1
0
(1  e y)j ie iyf(y)dy; j  i: (A.35)
This leads to Eqs. (12) and (13). Together with Eq. (14) as dened in Eq. (A.29), Eq. (22)
gives Eqs. (10) and (11).
We dene Di = i
R1
0
(Pi;1(y)=PN;1(0))dy. Noting from Eq. (A.26) that dQi(y) = (i +
1)Qi+1(y)e
 y, if we rewrite Eq. (A.29) as Bi =  
R1
0
Qi(y)e
 iydF (y), integration yields
Bi = Qi(0) + (i+ 1)
Z 1
0
Qi+1(y)e
 (i+1)yF (y)dy   i
Z 1
0
Qi(y)e
 iyF (y)dy:
Considering Eq. (21) for Di, the above given equation gives Eqs. (15) and (18). With Eq.
(9) and the denitions given in Eqs. (21) and (22), we obtain Eq. (17).
Proof. Corollary 1. Substituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (A.34), we arrive at Eq.(19)
Proof. Theorem 2. By denition
PN
i=0 P i =
PN
i=0(Pi;0 +
R1
0
Pi;1(y)dy) = 1, which by
using Eq. (9), becomes
PN
i=0(Pi;0(0)= +
R1
0
Pi;1(y)dy) = 1. If we divide this equation by
PN;1(0), we have
PN;1(0) = (
1

SN(0) +
Z 1
0
SN(y)dy)
 1; (A.36)
where SN(y) =
PN
i=0 Pi;1(y)=PN;1(0).
Summing up Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtain the rst order dierential equation
d
dy
SN(y) =  (y)SN(y);
that has a solution of SN(y) = SN(0)e
  R y0 (x)dx = SN(0)F (y). Substituting this in Eq.
(A.36) and using the fact that E[D] =
R1
0
F (y)dy gives us
PN;1(0) = (SN(0)(
1

+ E[D])) 1:
Considering Eqs. (22) and (21), SN(0) =
PN
i=0Qi; after substituting it in the equation
given above, and using the boundary condition in Eq. (9) we obtain Eq. (20).
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Appendix B The ODD M=G=1==N queue
In this section, we summarize how results from the literature can be easily used in analyzing
theM=G=1==N queue where unlike the model studied in this paper, the server can experience
disruptions only if it has customers. We make the same assumptions and employ the same
notations introduced in Section 2 for the underlying r.v.s with two dierences. First, the
actual service time of a job { in the absence of disruptions { is a general i.i.d. r.v. with the
LT of ~b(s). Second, while  still denotes the rate of the exponential times to interruption,
the interruption process is halted when the server becomes idle until it becomes busy again.
To handle this problem, one can use the process completion time (PCT) r.v. (Gaver, 1962)
that is the total time a customer spends on the server including its actual service time plus
possible OFF periods it may experience. Let C denote the PCT r.v. the LT of which is
given by (e.g., Altok, 1997, p. 94)
~c(s) = ~b(s+    ~f(s)); (B.37)
where ~f(s) is the LT of the OFF periods.
The PCT r.v., C, includes all the information of ON and OFF periods. We can use it as
the service time r.v. in an M=G=1==N queue without interruptions analyzed by Gupta and
Srinivasa Rao (1996), which will be referred to as the M=PCT=1==N queue. Note that the
M=PCT=1==N queue has the same  and N as in the original ODD M=G=1==N queue, and
additionally uses ~c(s) from Eq. (B.37) as the LT of the service time. Using the algorithm by
Gupta and Srinivasa Rao, one obtains Pi in the M=PCT=1==N queue, which coincides with
the probability of having i customers in the original ODD M=G=1==N queue. With these
probabilities, the expected system size and the probability of the server is idle in the ODD
M=G=1==N queue can be computed. The limitation of using the PCT approach is that we
are unable to nd the probability that the server is down or serving a customer, PD and PB,
respectively.
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